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Bioinformatic comparison of genes in the leucine biosynthesis pathway of Escherichia coli to
Meiothermus ruber
Introduction
The study of bacteria has resulted in profound findings and has allowed scientists to more
fully understand many areas of study such as pathology and energy production and scientists
have gained perspective on the diversity of life (Phylogenetic diversity, 2016). Historically, the
overwhelming amount of bacterial research has focused on Escherichia coli and has thus resulted
in our knowledge about bacteria being dependent on the assumption that bacteria behave and
function similarly to E. coli. In order to overcome this shortfall, it is necessary to widen the area
of bacterial research to new organisms (Meiothermus ruber Genome Analysis Project, 2016). In
this study, we will be comparing genes in the leucine biosynthesis pathway of E. coli that have
been previously thoroughly researched to genes in Meiothermus ruber to provide evidence of
whether or not they are orthologs.
Meiothermus ruber, or M. ruber, is a bacterium of the phylum Deinococcus-Thermus that
lives in a high temperature environment. Originally isolated by Loginova et al. in 1984 from
samples taken from hot springs in Russia. It was determined to be gram negative, nonspore
forming, rod-shaped, nonmotile, and appears pink due to red pigmentation. The ideal growth
conditions are between 35 and 70 oC with a high frequency of aeration (Loginova et al. 1984).
From 1999 to the present, there are thirty-six journal articles on PubMed that mention
“Meiothermus ruber.” Comparatively, the number of journal articles that were published in 2015
and are in PubMed’s database that mention “Escherichia coli” is 10,007 journal articles. This is
an example of the overwhelming amount of research being conducted on E. coli while many
other organisms are largely ignored (Meiothermus ruber Genome Analysis Project, 2016).
Increasing the research on M. ruber will allow greater understanding of bacteria in general and
also increase our understanding of areas such as pathology and energy production.
In order to use bioinformatics tools to provide evidence of the identity of the M. ruber
genes being studied, a suitable comparison organism must first be identified. For this project we
used E. coli as the model organism because of the large amount of reliable, peer-reviewed
information that is easily accessible about E. coli and because it is frequently used as a model
organism and therefore is considered to be a reliable comparison organism. Figure 1 shows that
the proposed synthesis of leucine in both E. coli and M. ruber is very similar. The enzymes that
are shaded in with a green color are present in M. ruber. The genes comprising the enzymes
shaded in green appear to be similar in both E. coli and M. ruber (Valine, Leucine, and
Isoleucine Biosynethesis, 2012). This suggests that E. coli will be a good model organism to
study genes in the leucine biosynthesis pathway.

Figure 1. The predicted leucine biosynthetic pathway from valine, leucine, and isoleucine
biosynthesis pathway compiled by KEGG is shown above. The enzyme commission numbers of
the enzymes predicted to be present in M. ruber are highlighted in green. This synthetic pathway
was created by KEGG (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway.html).
The biosynthetic pathway of leucine was chosen to be the focus of this study because
leucine is an important amino acid that is used to make proteins and is involved in many critical
functions of the cell. According to KEGG, the synthesis of leucine from 2-oxoisovalerate
requires five enzymes: leuA, leuB, leuC, leuD, and ilvE. The first enzyme in the leucine
synthesis pathway is leuA, which converts 2-oxoisovalerate to (2S)-2-isopropylmalate. Next, a
protein complex including leuC and leuD first converts (2S)-2-isopropylmalate to 2isopropylmaleate and then to (2R, 3S)-3-isopropylmalate. LeuB then converts (2R, 3S)-3isopropylmalate to (2S)-2-isopropyl-3-oxosuccinate, which is spontaneously converted to 4methyl-2-oxopentanoate. The final step uses ilvE to convert 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoate to Lleucine (Valine, Leucine, and Isoleucine Biosynthesis, 2012).
This bioinformatics investigation will focus on comparing M. ruber and E. coli leuA,
leuB, leuC, and leuD. The investigation will use several different bioinformatics tools. Most of
these will ultimately be used to compare the sequence of the E. coli genes to sequences of M.
ruber genes.
Methods
The bioinformatic tools and methods used to compare the paralogs Mrub_1905 and
Mrub_1906 to b0074 (leuA), Mrub_1846 to b0073 (leuB), Mrub_1850 to b0072 (leuC), and
Mrub_1847 to b0071 (leuD) was described in the geni-act Lab Notebook Instructions page
(Geni-act Lab Notebook Instructions, 2016). A short description of the bioinformatics tools used
is provided in Table 1. The instructions were followed with a few modifications. First, to
determine whether M. ruber was even likely to have genes similar to those in the leucine
biosynthesis pathway of E. coli, we completed a BLAST search of the respective E. coli leucine
biosynthesis genes against M. ruber to find genes with significant similarities. When gathering
the information for T-Coffee, the sample diversity was enhanced by excluding E. coli from the
search results. Only M. ruber genes Mrub_1906 and Mrub_1905 were determined to be paralogs.
Therefore, the instructions for the paralog module were ignored for all other genes. The final
adjustment that was made to the instructions from geni-act was that the map that was uploaded
for the horizontal gene transfer was color-coded according to KEGG with the intention of
increasing the clarity of the information.

Table 1. List of bioinformatics tools used and a description of how they were used for this
project.
Bioinformatics
Description
Tool Used
BLAST
The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) is used to compare a
protein sequence with another similar protein sequence in the database.
Will align the query sequence with the similar sequence and mark the
conserved amino acids. There is also a statistical calculation determining
the significance of the similarities.
T-Coffee
Creates a multiple sequence alignment of homologous sequences that have
been gathered. In our project, the homologous sequences were gathered
from the BLAST protein search and then input into T-Coffee. From this
multiple sequence alignment, T-Coffee will indicate the degree to which
amino acid residues are conserved.
WebLogo
WebLogo takes the information from a multiple sequence alignment and
synthesizes it into a format more easily understood. The single-letter
abbreviation of the amino acids that are most conserved are the tallest
while those that are least conserved are the shortest.
TMHMM
 Transmembrane Helices Hidden Markov Models (TMHMM)
 TMHMM compares a particular amino acid sequence query to a
database of known transmembrane helices to identify potential
transmembrane helices in the amino acid query. A graph is
produced plotting the amino acid sequence versus the probability
of there being a transmembrane helix.
SignalP
This bioinformatics tool predicts regions of an amino acid sequence that
are likely to be signal peptides that would direct the polypeptide to the cell
membrane. SignalP produces a graph in which the amino acid sequence is
plotted versus the probability that there is a signal peptide present.
LipoP
LipoP makes a prediction of the polypeptide’s final location.
Psort-B
PSORT-B is another bioinformatics tool that predicts the final location of
a polypeptide.
TIGRFAM
TIGRFAM compares the amino acid sequence to hidden Markov models
in order to identify potential domains of the polypeptide of interest that
might be similar to other well-known domains.
Pfam
Pfam is a tool very similar to TIGRFAM in that it also compares the
amino acid sequence to a database of proteins with known domains in
order to identify potential domains present in the amino acid sequence in
question.
HMM logo
HMM logo shows the conserved amino acid residues of the polypeptides
that comprise the family.
PDB
 Protein Data Bank
 The Protein Data Bank is an open collection of information about
protein structures.
KEGG
 Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes



This database collects information about enzymatic and metabolic
pathways for various organisms and synthesizes this information
into maps that show organize these pathways.
Contains information about experimentally determined metabolic
pathways.
Visually depicts the genes of an organism’s genomic DNA such that
operons can be identified and the direction of transcription determined.

MetaCyc
IMG/ER

Results
Comparison of Mrub_1905 and Mrub_1906 to b0074 (leuA)
The amino acid sequences of Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906 and b0074 were obtained from the
geni-act gene page and the length was compared. The first piece of evidence obtained was the
sequence length; if two sequences are thought to be orthologs, similar sequence lengths would
provide a small amount of confirmation that the sequences are similar. However, similar
sequence lengths by no means provides conclusive evidence that the two sequences are the same.
A BLAST protein search was conducted using the sequences for Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906 and
b0074. Particular results of the BLAST search that were identified as being of particular
importance include the sequence length, name of the first hit of the BLAST search, and
Conserved Domain Database (CDD) information.
Table 2. List of information obtained from geni-act gene page and BLAST search comparing the
E. coli gene to the M. ruber gene.
Characteristic

b0074

Mrub_1905

Mrub_1906

Comments

Amino acid
sequence length

523

528

519

The differences between amino
acid sequence lengths are
negligible

Name of the first hit
from BLAST search

citramalate
synthase
E-value: 0.0

CDD

citramalate synthase
2b0074 and Mrub_1905 resulted in
E-value: 0.0
isopropylmalate significant matches to the same
synthase
enzyme while Mrub_1906
E-value: 0.0
matched another enzyme better

1 COG

COG0119
E-value: 3.65e-175

COG0119
E-value: 8.71e-119

COG0119
E-value: 2.53e158

2 COG

n/a

n/a

n/a

st

nd

All sequences contain a region
that significantly compares to the
same domain group

Analyzing the transmembrane topography graphs of Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074
in Figure 2, it does not appear that any gene has a region of amino acids that suggests the gene
would have a transmembrane portion. Therefore, it is unlikely that any of the genes will be
inserted into the membrane of the cell. If there is no transmembrane region, it is likely, though
not certain, that the protein is located in the cytoplasm, which is consistent with the location of

leuA.
Mrub_1906

Mrub_1905

Figure 2. The transmembrane topology graph prepared with TMHMM of the amino acid
sequence for both Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906 and b0074 genes. These hydropathy plots were
created by TMHMM (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM).
Another means by which the final location of a protein can be determined is to look for
signal peptides attached to the protein. Signal peptides direct a protein towards a particular
location, often the cell membrane, and are then cleaved after the protein has reached its
destination. SignalP is a program designed to search for such signal peptides attached to the
Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074 gene products. SignalP assigns a score to the amino acid
sequence. If the score for a particular region is greater than 0.5, SignalP predicts there to be a
signal peptide present. The output is shown in Figure 3. The gene Mrub_1906 had a score of
0.096 and is therefore not expected to contain a signal peptide. The gene Mrub_1905 had a score
of 0.10 and is therefore not expected to contain a signal peptide. Similarly, the gene b0074 was
assigned a score of 0.125 and is therefore also not expected to contain a signal peptide.

Mrub_1906

Mrub_1906

Figure 3. The SignalP generated graph of the amino acid position versus the signal peptide
prediction score for Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074. Graphs were generated by SignalP
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP).
LipoP and PSORT-B were both used to predict the final location of the Mrub_1905,
Mrub_1906, and b0074 genes. LipoP predicted both proteins to be present in the cytoplasm.
PSORT-B predicted Mrub_1905 and Mrub_1906 to be located in the cytoplasm with a score of
9.97 out of 10.00 while predicting b0074 to be present in the cytoplasm with a score of 9.97 out
of 10.00. In summary, it is predicted that both M. ruber’s Mrub_1905 and Mrub_1906 and E.
coli’s b0074 genes produce proteins that are located in the cytoplasm because there are no
predicted transmembrane helices and there are no predicted signal peptides.
Inputting the amino acid sequences of Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074 into
TIGRFAM resulted in a prediction of which families the Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074
genes fall into. It was suggested that a region in Mrub_1905 is a member of the leuA: 2isopropylmalate synthase family with a bit score of 817.3 and an E-value of 1.2e-242, suggesting
it is not by random chance that Mrub_1905’s region fits in this family. It was suggested that a
region in Mrub_1906 is a member of the leuA: 2-isopropylmalate synthase family with a bit
score of 876.9 and an E-value of 1.4e-260, suggesting it is not by random chance that
Mrub_1906’s region fits in this family. Similarly, b0074 was predicted to have a region in the
leuA: 2-isopropylmalate synthase family having a bit score of 1354.3 and an E-value of 0.0,
suggesting it is not by chance that b0074 ’s region fits into the leuA family.

Figure 4. Pfam comparison of Mrub_1905 to the consensus sequence of the Pyruvate
carboxylase family. Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).

Figure 5. Pfam comparison of Mrub_1906 to the consensus sequence of the Pyruvate
carboxylase family. Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).
In a similar process, the genes were compared to Pfam’s database to find domains in
Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074 that are similar to families in the database. This resulted in
Mrub_1906 being associated with the pyruvate carboxylase family with a bit score of 315.7 and
an E-value of 2.3e-94, suggesting it was not similar to this family by chance. This resulted in
Mrub_1905 being associated with the pyruvate carboxylase family with a bit score of 140.6 and
an E-value of 6.2e-41, suggesting it was not similar to this family by chance. The b0074 gene
was also found to have a region associated with the pyruvate carboxylase family with a bit score
of 353.3 bits and an E-value of 8.1e-106. Figures 4 and 5 compares Mrub_1905 and Mrub_1906
respectively with the consensus sequence of the family. In these figures, both Mrub_1905 and
Mrub_1906 have the same conserved amino acids: L11, R12, D13, G14, L34, E43, G161, D169,
G172, P176, H201, H203, G207, A209, A216, G220, G230, G232, G236. These are important
amino acids since they were the most highly conserved. Figure 6. compares the b0074 gene to
the consensus sequence of the family. It was shown that L9, R10, D11, G12, L32, E41, G167,

D175, G178, P182, H204, H206, A212, A219, G223, G233, G235, and G239 were the most
important amino acids since they were the most highly conserved. Although the numbering of
the important amino acid residues is not consistent between Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074,
they all contain important amino acids in the sequence L, R, D, G, L, E, G, D, G, P, H, H, A, A,
G, G, G suggesting that the proteins of both Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074 are dependent
on many of the same amino acids for their structure and function.

Figure 6. Pfam comparison of b0074 to the consensus sequence of the TIM_barrel family.
Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).
Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074 match the consensus sequence of the family
significantly because of their low E-value. This is further evidence thatMrub_1905 and b0074
are orthologs.
Pfam was able to identify another region in both Mrub_1905, Mrub_1906, and b0074, the
LeuA_dimer family. The gene Mrub_1905 matched the LeuA_dimer family with a bit score of
62.3 and an E-value of 3.7e-17. The gene Mrub_1906 matched the LeuA_dimer family with a bit
score of 104.2 and an E-value of 4.2e-30. The b0074 gene matched the LeuA_dimer family with
a bit score of 121.8 and an E-value of 1.6e-35. These E-values suggest that the query gene
significantly matched the LeuA_dimer family and it was not by chance. The Amino acids that
were predicted to be important include G437, A441, A445, L462, V483, G498, A506, S507, and
A510 in Mrub_1905 and G425, G427, A431, A435, L446, Y449, G479, and S488 in b0074.
Both Mrub_1905 and b0074 suggest G, A, A, L, G, and S to be important amino acids in this
region. However, the important amino acids conserved by Mrub_1906 include G423, G425,
A429, A433, L444, Y447, V464, G477, A485, S486, A488. Therefore, b0074 match more
closely and therefore are likely to be more closely related as orthologs and Mrub_1905 is likely a
paralog of Mrub_1906.
Perhaps the most important piece of evidence suggesting that Mrub_1906, and b0074 are
orthologs was obtained when the amino acid sequence of Mrub_1906 was compared directly to
an E. coli amino sequence through the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Figure 7 shows the pairwise
alignment of M. ruber’s Mrub_1905 as the query on top compared to b0074, leuA in E. coli, on
the bottom. In the center is the consensus sequence derived from both sequences.

Figure 7. The genes Mrub_1905 and E. coli leuA are not similar to each other by chance and are
comprised of a large amount of identical amino acid residues. The residues colored green are
identical residues in both sequences and fuchsia means the residues are similar in structure while
red signifies a mismatch. Pairwise alignment created by PDB
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do).
The data from the Protein Data Bank in Figure 7 suggests that M. ruber’s Mrub_1906 and
E. coli’s leuA are orthologs because the E-value for the pairwise alignment is 3.64431e-98,
which suggests these amino acid sequences do not align purely by chance. The E-value for the
pairwise alignment of Mrub_1906 and E. coli leuA is 2.9609e-26. It should be noted that the Evalue is a lower, and therefore more significant, number for Mrub_1906 and this suggests that
Mrub_1906 is the orthologs of b0074 and the paralog of Mrub_1905.
To confirm that Mrub_1906 and Mrub_1905 are paralogs, a BLAST search was
conducted using the sequence of Mrub_1906. A hit of this querry was Mrub_1905 and it was
determined that there was a 29% identity and an E-value of 1e-36. This further confirms that
Mrub_1905 is a paralog of Mrub_1906.
Conclusion
Table 3. Evidence suggesting Mrub_1906, and b0074 are orthologs.
Description of
evidence

B0074

Mrub_1905

Mrub_1906

E.C. number

2.3.3.13

2.3.3.13

2.3.3.13

Cellular
localization

Cytoplasm
Cytoplasm
PSORT-B score: 9.97/10.00 PSORT-B score: 9.97/10.00

Cytoplasm
PSORT-B score: 9.97/10.00

COG name

COG0119
E-value: 3.65e-175

COG0119
E-value: 8.71e-119

COG0119
E-value: 2.53e-158

TIGRFAM
protein family

LeuA: 2-isopropylmalate
synthase
bit score: 1354.3
E-value: 0.0

LeuA: 2-isopropylmalate
synthase
bit score: 817.3
E-value: 1.2e-242

LeuA: 2-isopropylmalate
synthase
bit score: 876.9
E-value: 1.4e-260

PDB

3RMJ
E-value: 1.09752E-98

2ZTJ
E-value: 2.9609E-26

3RMJ
E-value: 3.64431E-98

As summarized in Table 3, the evidence that has been found through the process outlined
in the instructions on geni-act have led to the conclusion that M. ruber’s proposed leuA gene,
Mrub_1906, and E. coli’s leuA gene, b0074, are orthologs. This was decided because the Evalues for Mrub_1906 are more significant than those for Mrub_1905 and because the PDB of
Mrub_1906 matched b0074 significantly better than Mrub_1905 did. Therefore, it is predicted

that Mrub_1906 is Meiothermus ruber’s leuA gene of the leucine biosynthesis pathway.
Furthermore, it is thought that Mrub_1905 is a paralog of Mrub_1096.
Comparison of Mrub_1846 to b0073 (leuB):
The amino acid sequences of both Mrub_1846 and b0073 were obtained from the geniact gene page and the length was compared. The first piece of evidence obtained was the
sequence length; if two sequences are thought to be orthologs, similar sequence lengths would
provide a small amount of confirmation that the sequences are similar. However, similar
sequence lengths by no means provides conclusive evidence that the two sequences are the same.
A BLAST protein search was conducted using the sequences for Mrub_1846 and b0073.
Particular results of the BLAST search that were identified as being of particular importance
include the sequence length, name of the first hit of the BLAST search, and Conserved Domain
Database (CDD) information.
Table 4. List of information obtained from geni-act gene page and BLAST search comparing the
E. coli gene to the M. ruber gene.
Characteristic

E. coli b0073

M. ruber Mrub_1846

Comments

Amino acid sequence length

363

350

A difference of 13 amino acids

Name of the first hit from
BLAST search

3-isopropylmalate
dehydrogenase
E-value: 0.0
COG0473
E-value: 0.0

3-isopropylmalate
dehydrogenase
E-value: 0.0
COG0473
E-value: 0.0

Both sequences resulted in
significant matches to the same
enzyme name
Both sequences contain a
region that significantly
compares to the same domain
group

n/a

n/a

CDD

1st COG

2nd COG

Analyzing the transmembrane topography graphs of Mrub_1846 and b0073 in Figure 2, it
does not appear that either gene has a region of amino acids that suggests the gene would have a
transmembrane portion. Therefore, it is unlikely that either gene will be inserted into the
membrane of the cell. If there is no transmembrane region, it is likely, though not certain, that
the protein is located in the cytoplasm, which is consistent with the location of leuB.

Figure 8. The transmembrane topology graph prepared with TMHMM of the amino acid
sequence for both Mrub_1846 and b0073 genes. These hydropathy plots were created by
TMHMM (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM).
Another means by which the final location of a protein can be determined is to look for
signal peptides attached to the protein. Signal peptides direct a protein towards a particular
location, often the cell membrane, and are then cleaved after the protein has reached its
destination. SignalP is a program designed to search for such signal peptides attached to the
Mrub_1846 and b0073 gene products. SignalP assigns a score to the amino acid sequence. If the
score for a particular region is greater than 0.5, SignalP predicts there to be a signal peptide
present. The output is shown in Figure 9. The gene Mrub_1846 had a score of 0.121 and is
therefore not expected to contain a signal peptide. Similarly, the gene b0073 was assigned a
score of 0.137 and is therefore also not expected to contain a signal peptide.

Figure 9. The SignalP generated graph of the amino acid position versus the signal peptide
prediction score for Mrub_1846 and b0073. Graphs were generated by SignalP
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP).
LipoP and PSORT-B were both used to predict the final location of the Mrub_1846 and
b0073 genes. LipoP predicted both proteins to be present in the cytoplasm. PSORT-B predicted
Mrub_1846 to be located in the cytoplasm with a score of 9.97 out of 10.00 while predicting
b0073 to be present in the cytoplasm with a score of 10.00 out of 10.00. In summary, it is

predicted that the both M. ruber’s Mrub_1846 and E. coli’s b0073 genes produce proteins that
are located in the cytoplasm because there are no predicted transmembrane helices and there are
no predicted signal peptides.
Inputting the amino acid sequences of Mrub_1846 and b0073 into TIGRFAM resulted in
a prediction of which families the Mrub_1846 and b0073 genes fall into. It was suggested that a
region in Mrub_1846 is a member of the leuB: 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase family with a
bit score of 758.6 and an E-value of 5.6e-225, suggesting it is not by random chance that
Mrub_1846’s region fits in this domain. Similarly, b0073 was predicted to have a region in the
leuB: 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase family having a bit score of 923.9 and an E-value of 3e275, suggesting it is not by chance that b0073’s region fits into the leuB family.

Figure 10. Pfam comparison of Mrub_1846 to the consensus sequence of the isopropylmalate
dehydrogenase family. Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).
In a similar process, the genes were compared to Pfam’s database to find domains in
Mrub_1846 and b0073 that are similar to families in the database. This resulted in Mrub_1846
being associated with the isopropylmalate dehydrogenase family with a bit score of 464.8 and an
E-value of 1.6e-139, suggesting it was not similar to this family by chance. The b0073 gene was
also found to have a region associated with the isopropylmalate family with a bit score of 430.0
bits and an E-value of 6.1e-129. Figure 9 compares Mrub_1846 with the consensus sequence of
the family. It was shown that G13, G43, L91, L94, R133, Y140, A174, K186, D218, V233,
N238, G241, D242, S245, D246, G253, G256, S260, E271, H274, G275, N287, S294, L298,
A309, A315, T325, and D327 were important amino acids since they were the most highly
conserved. Figure 10. compares the b0073 gene to the consensus sequence of the family. It was
shown that G16, G46, L95, L95, R138, A183, K195, D227, V242, N247, G250, D251, S254,
D255, G262, G265, S269, E281, G285, N297, S304, L309, A319, A325, T336, and D338 were
the most important amino acids since they were the most highly conserved. Although the
numbering of the important amino acid residues is not consistent between mRub_1080 and
b0242, they both contain important amino acids in the sequence G, G, L, L, R, A, K, D, V, N, G,
D, S, D, G, G, S, E, G, N, S, L, A, T, D suggesting that the proteins of both mRub_1080 and
b0242 are dependent on the same amino acids for their structure and function.

Figure 11. Pfam comparison of b0073 to the consensus sequence of the isopropylmalate
dehydrogenase family. Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).
Both Mrub_1846 and b0073 match the consensus sequence of the family significantly
because of their low E-value. This is further evidence that Mrub_1846 and b0073 are orthologs.
Perhaps the most important piece of evidence suggesting that Mrub_1846 and b0073 are
orthologs was obtained when the amino acid sequence of Mrub_1846 was compared directly to
an E. coli amino sequence through the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Figure 12. shows the pairwise
alignment of M. ruber’s Mrub_1846 as the query on top compared to b0073, leuB, in E. coli, on
the bottom. In the center is the consensus sequence derived from both sequences.

Figure 12. The genes Mrub_1846 and E. coli leuB are not similar to each other by chance and are
comprised of a large amount of identical amino acid residues. The residues colored green are
identical residues in both sequences and fuchsia means the residues are similar in structure while
red signifies a mismatch. Pairwise alignment created by PDB
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do).
The data from the Protein Data Bank in Figure 12 suggests that M. ruber’s Mrub_1846
and E. coli’s leuB are orthologs because the E-value for the pairwise alignment is 6.01875e-141,
which suggests these amino acid sequences do not align purely by chance.
Conclusion
Table 5. Evidence suggesting Mrub_1846 and b0073 are orthologs.
Description of
evidence

E. coli

M. ruber

E.C. number

1.1.1.85

1.1.1.85

Cellular localization

Cytoplasm
PSORT-B score: 10.00/10.00

Cytoplasm
PSORT-B score: 9.97/10.00

COG name

COG0473
E-value: 0.0

COG0473
E-value: 7.97e-172

TIGRFAM protein
family

leuB: 3-isopropylmalate
dehydrogenase bit score: 923.9
E-value: 3e-275

leuB: 3-isopropylmalate
dehydrogenase bit score: 758.6
E-value: 5.6e-225

PDB

2Y3Z
E-value: 0.0

25JT
E-value: 6.01875e-141

As summarized in Table 5, the evidence that has been found through the process outlined
in the instructions on geni-act have led to the conclusion that M. ruber’s proposed leuB gene,
Mrub_1846, and E. coli’s leuB gene, b0073, are orthologs. Therefore, it is predicted that
Mrub_1846 is Meiothermus ruber’s leuB gene of the leucine biosynthesis pathway.
Comparison of Mrub_1850 to b0072 (leuC)
The amino acid sequences of both Mrub_1850 and b0072 were obtained from the geni-act
gene page and the length was compared. The first piece of evidence obtained was the sequence
length; if two sequences are thought to be orthologs, similar sequence lengths would provide a
small amount of confirmation that the sequences are similar. However, similar sequence lengths
by no means provides conclusive evidence that the two sequences are the same. A BLAST
protein search was conducted using the sequences for Mrub_1850 and b0072. Particular results
of the BLAST search that were identified as being of particular importance include the sequence
length, name of the first hit of the BLAST search, and Conserved Domain Database (CDD)
information.
Table 6. List of information obtained from geni-act gene page and BLAST search comparing the
E. coli gene to the M. ruber gene.
Characteristic

b0072

Mrub_1850

Comments

Amino acid sequence
length

466

474

A difference of 8 amino acids

Name of the first hit
from BLAST search

Isopropylmalate
isomerase
E-value: 0.0

3-isopropylmalate
dehydratase large
subunit
E-value: 0.0

Both sequences resulted in
significant matches to the same
enzyme

1 COG

COG0065
E-value: 0.0

COG0065
E-value: 0.0

Both sequences contain a region
that significantly compares to the
same domain group

2 COG

COG1048

COG1048
E-value: 1.66e-56

Both sequences contain a region
that significantly compares to the
same domain group

CDD

st

nd

4.29e-54

Analyzing the transmembrane topography graphs of Mrub_1850 and b0072 in Figure 13,
it does not appear that either gene has a region of amino acids that suggests the gene would have
a transmembrane portion. Therefore, it is unlikely that either gene will be inserted into the
membrane of the cell. If there is no transmembrane region, it is likely, though not certain, that
the protein is located in the cytoplasm, which is consistent with the location of leuC.

Figure 13. The transmembrane topology graph prepared with TMHMM of the amino acid
sequence for both Mrub_1850 and b0072 genes. These hydropathy plots were created by
TMHMM (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM).
Another means by which the final location of a protein can be determined is to look for
signal peptides attached to the protein. Signal peptides direct a protein towards a particular
location, often the cell membrane, and are then cleaved after the protein has reached its
destination. SignalP is a program designed to search for such signal peptides attached to the
Mrub_1850 and b0072 gene products. SignalP assigns a score to the amino acid sequence. If the
score for a particular region is greater than 0.5, SignalP predicts there to be a signal peptide
present. The output is shown in Figure 14. The gene Mrub_1850 had a score of 0.121 and is

therefore not expected to contain a signal peptide. Similarly, the gene b0072 was assigned a
score of 0.106 and is therefore also not expected to contain a signal peptide.

Figure 14. The SignalP generated graph of the amino acid position versus the signal peptide
prediction score for Mrub_1850 and b0072. Graphs were generated by SignalP
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP).
LipoP and PSORT-B were both used to predict the final location of the Mrub_1850 and
b0072 genes. LipoP predicted both proteins to be present in the cytoplasm. PSORT-B predicted
Mrub_1850 to be located in the cytoplasm with a score of 9.97 out of 10.00 while predicting
b0072 to be present in the cytoplasm with a score of 9.97 out of 10.00. In summary, it is
predicted that the both M. ruber’s Mrub_1850 and E. coli’s b0072 genes produce proteins that
are located in the cytoplasm because there are no predicted transmembrane helices and there are
no predicted signal peptides.
Inputting the amino acid sequences of Mrub_1850 and b0072 into TIGRFAM resulted in
a prediction of which families the Mrub_1850 and b0072 genes fall into. It was suggested that a

region in Mrub_1850 is a member of the leuC: 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase family with a bit
score of 813.1 and an E-value of 2.2e-241, suggesting it is not by random chance that
Mrub_1850 ’s region fits in this domain. Similarly, b0072 was predicted to have a region in the
leuC: 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase family having a bit score of 1430.6 and an E-value of 0.0,
suggesting it is not by chance that b0072’s region fits into the leuC family.

Figure 15. Pfam comparison of Mrub_1850 to the consensus sequence of the Aconitase family.
Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).
In a similar process, the genes were compared to Pfam’s database to find regions in Mrub_1850
and b0072 that are similar to families in the database. This resulted in Mrub_1850 being
associated with the Aconitase family with a bit score of 465.5 and an E-value of 1.63-139,
suggesting it was not similar to this family by chance. The b0072 gene was also found to have a
region associated with the Aconitase family with a bit score of 495.8 bits and an E-value of 1.1e148. Figure 15 compares Mrub_1850 with the consensus sequence of the family. It was shown
that D62, H63, G106, I107, H109, E114, D128, S129, H130, T131, G138, G143, G145, G172,
D182, E202, G205, T218, E225, G227, A228, Y242, L243, L265, Y273, S345, C346, P376,
G377, S378, G389, G398, C406, C409, N428, R429, N430, F431, R434, L444, S446, P447,
A453, and G456 were important amino acids since they were the most highly conserved. Figure
16 compares the b0072 gene to the consensus sequence of the family. It was shown that D62,
H63, G106, I107, H109, E114, D128, S129, H130, T131, G135, G143, G145, G172, D182,
E202, G205, T218, E225, G227, A228, Y242, L265, S346, C347, P377, G378, S379, G390,
C407, C410, N429, R430, N431, F432, R435, L444, S446, P447, A454, and G457 were the most
important amino acids since they were the most highly conserved. Although the numbering of
the important amino acid residues is not consistent between Mrub_1850 and b0072, they both
contain important amino acids in the sequence D, H, G, I, H, E, D, S, H, T, G, G, G, G, D, E, G,
T, E, G, A, Y, L, S, C, P, G, S, G, C, C, N, R, N, F, R, L, S, P, A, G suggesting that the proteins
of both Mrub_1850 and b0072 are dependent on these same amino acids for their structure and
function.

Figure 16. Pfam comparison of b0072 to the consensus sequence of the Aconitase family.
Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).
Both Mrub_1850 and b0072 match the consensus sequence of the domain family
significantly because of their low E-value. This is further evidence that Mrub_1850 and b0072
are orthologs.
Perhaps the most important piece of evidence suggesting that Mrub_1850 and b0072 are
orthologs was obtained when the amino acid sequence of Mrub_1850 was compared directly to
an E. coli amino sequence through the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Figure 17. shows the pairwise
alignment of M. ruber’s Mrub_1850 as the query on top compared to b0072, leuC in E. coli, on
the bottom. In the center is the consensus sequence derived from both sequences.

Figure 17. The genes Mrub_1850 and E. coli leuC are not similar to each other by chance and are
comprised of a large amount of identical amino acid residues. The residues colored green are
identical residues in both sequences and fuchsia means the residues are similar in structure while
red signifies a mismatch. Pairwise alignment created by PDB
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do).
The data from the Protein Data Bank in Figure 17. suggests that M. ruber’s Mrub_1850
and E. coli’s leuC are orthologs because the E-value for the pairwise alignment is 2.4760e-57,
which suggests these amino acid sequences do not align purely by chance.
Conclusion
Table 7. Evidence suggesting Mrub_1850 and b0072 are orthologs.

Description of evidence

E. coli

M. ruber

E.C. number

4.2.1.33

4.2.1.33

Cellular localization

Cytoplasm
Cytoplasm
PSORT-B score: 9.97/10.00 PSORT-B score: 9.97/10.00

COG name

COG0065
E-value: 0.0

COG0065
E-value: 0.0

TIGRFAM protein family

leuC: 3-isopropylmalate
dehydratase
bit score: 1430.6
E-value: 0.0

leuC: 3-isopropylmalate
dehydratase
bit score: 813.1
E-value: 2.2e-241

PDB

4KP2:
E-value: 5.57174e-61

4KP2:
E-value: 2.47602e-57

As summarized in Table 7, the evidence that has been found through the process outlined
in the instructions on geni-act have led to the conclusion that M. ruber’s proposed leuC gene,
Mrub_1850, and E. coli’s leuC gene, b0072, are orthologs. Therefore, it is predicted that
Mrub_1850 is Meiothermus ruber’s leuC gene of the leucine biosynthesis pathway.
Comparison of Mrub_1847 to b0071 (leuD)
The amino acid sequences of both Mrub_1847 and b0071 were obtained from the geniact gene page and the length was compared. The first piece of evidence obtained was the
sequence length; if two sequences are thought to be orthologs, similar sequence lengths would
provide a small amount of confirmation that the sequences are similar. However, similar
sequence lengths by no means provides conclusive evidence that the two sequences are the same.
A BLAST protein search was conducted using the sequences for Mrub_1847 and b0071.
Particular results of the BLAST search that were identified as being of particular importance
include the sequence length, name of the first hit of the BLAST search, and Conserved Domain
Database (CDD) information.
Table 8. List of information obtained from geni-act gene page and BLAST search comparing the
E. coli gene to the M. ruber gene.
Characteristic

b0071

Mrub_1847

Comments

Amino acid sequence
length

201

201

A difference of 0 amino acids

Name of the first hit
from BLAST search

isopropylmalate
isomerase
E-value: 0.0

isopropylmalate
isomerase
E-value: 0.0

Both sequences resulted in significant
matches to the same enzyme

CDD

COG0066
E-value: 3e-146

COG0473
E-value: 7e-138

Both sequences contain a region that
significantly compares to the same
domain group

1 COG
st

2 COG
nd

n/a

n/a

Analyzing the transmembrane topography graphs of Mrub_1847 and b0071 in Figure 18,
it does not appear that either gene has a region of amino acids that suggests the gene would have
a transmembrane portion. Therefore, it is unlikely that either gene will be inserted into the
membrane of the cell. If there is no transmembrane region, it is likely, though not certain, that
the protein is located in the cytoplasm, which is consistent with the location of leuD.

Figure 18. The transmembrane topology graph prepared with TMHMM of the amino acid
sequence for both Mrub_1847 and b0071 genes. These hydropathy plots were created by
TMHMM (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM).
Another means by which the final location of a protein can be determined is to look for
signal peptides attached to the protein. Signal peptides direct a protein towards a particular
location, often the cell membrane, and are then cleaved after the protein has reached its

destination. SignalP is a program designed to search for such signal peptides attached to the
Mrub_1847 and b0071 gene products. SignalP assigns a score to the amino acid sequence. If the
score for a particular region is greater than 0.5, SignalP predicts there to be a signal peptide
present. The output is shown in Figure 19. The gene Mrub_1847 had a score of 0.106 and is
therefore not expected to contain a signal peptide. Similarly, the gene b0071 was assigned a
score of 0.132 and is therefore also not expected to contain a signal peptide.

Figure 19. The SignalP generated graph of the amino acid position versus the signal peptide
prediction score for Mrub_1847 and b0071. Graphs were generated by SignalP
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP).

LipoP and PSORT-B were both used to predict the final location of the Mrub_1847 and
b0071 genes. LipoP predicted both proteins to be present in the cytoplasm. PSORT-B predicted
Mrub_1847 to be located in the cytoplasm with a score of 9.97 out of 10.00 while predicting
b0071 to be present in the cytoplasm with a score of 9.26 out of 10.00. In summary, it is
predicted that the both M. ruber’s Mrub_1847 and E. coli’s b0071 genes produce proteins that
are located in the cytoplasm because there are no predicted transmembrane helices and there are
no predicted signal peptides.
Inputting the amino acid sequences of Mrub_1847 and b0071 into TIGRFAM resulted in
a prediction of which families the Mrub_1847 and b0071 genes fall into. It was suggested that a
region in Mrub_1847 is a member of the leuD: 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase family with a bit
score of 122.2 and an E-value of 2.2e-33, suggesting it is not by random chance that
Mrub_1847’s region fits in this family. Similarly, b0071 was predicted to have a region in the
leuD: 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase family having a bit score of 391.8 and an E-value of 1.5e114, suggesting it is not by chance that b0071 ’s region fits into the leuD family.

Figure 20. Pfam comparison of Mrub_1847 to the consensus sequence of the Aconitase_C
family. Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).
In a similar process, the genes were compared to Pfam’s database to find domains in
Mrub_1847 and b0071 that are similar to families in the database. This resulted in Mrub_1847
being associated with the Aconitase_C family with a bit score of 60.6 and an E-value of 1.7e-16,
suggesting it was not similar to this family by chance. The b0071 gene was also found to have a
region associated with the Aconitase_C family with a bit score of 136.7 bits and an E-value of
5.1e-40. Figure 20. compares Mrub_1847 with the consensus sequence of the family. It was
shown that G11, G79, G81, S82, S83, R84, G95, S103, F104, I107 were important amino acids
since they were the most highly conserved. Figure 21. compares the b0071 gene to the consensus
sequence of the family. It was shown that G10, G81, G83, S84, S85, R86, A89, G97, S105,
F106, and I109 were the most important amino acids since they were the most highly conserved.
Although the numbering of the important amino acid residues is not consistent between
Mrub_1847 and b0071, they both contain important amino acids in the sequence G, G, G, S, S,
R, G, S, F, and I suggesting that the proteins of both Mrub_1847 and b0071 are dependent on the
same amino acids for their structure and function.

Figure 21. Pfam comparison of b0071 to the consensus sequence of the Aconitase_C family.
Pairwise alignment created by Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search).
Both Mrub_1847 and b0071 match the consensus sequence of the family significantly
because of their low E-value. This is further evidence that Mrub_1847 and b0071 are orthologs.

Perhaps the most important piece of evidence suggesting that Mrub_1847 and b0071 are
orthologs was obtained when the amino acid sequence of Mrub_1847 was compared directly to
an E. coli amino sequence through the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Figure 22. shows the pairwise
alignment of M. ruber’s Mrub_1847 as the query on top compared to b0071, leuD in E. coli, on
the bottom. In the center is the consensus sequence derived from both sequences.

Figure 22. The genes Mrub_1847 and E. coli leuD are not similar to each other by chance and
are comprised of a large amount of identical amino acid residues. The residues colored green are
identical residues in both sequences and fuchsia means the residues are similar in structure while
red signifies a mismatch. Pairwise alignment created by PDB
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do).
The data from the Protein Data Bank in Figure 22 suggests that M. ruber’s Mrub_1847
and E. coli’s leuD are orthologs because the E-value for the pairwise alignment is 5.1223e-18,
which suggests these amino acid sequences do not align purely by chance.

Conclusion
Table 9. Evidence suggesting Mrub_1847 and b0071 are orthologs.
Description of evidence

E. coli

M. ruber

E.C. number

4.2.1.33

4.2.1.33

Cellular localization

Cytoplasm
PSORT-B score: 9.97/10.00

Cytoplasm
PSORT-B score: 9.26/10.00

COG name

COG0066
E-value: 1.39e-60

COG0066
E-value: 5.6e-110

TIGRFAM protein
family

leuD: 3-isopropylmalate
dehydratase
bit score: 122.2
E-value: 2.2e-33

leuD: 3-isopropylmalate
dehydratase
bit score: 391.8
E-value: 1.5e-114

PDB

2HCU

3Q3W

E-value: 5.1223E-18

E-value: 4.01418E-53

As summarized in Table 9, the evidence that has been found through the process outlined
in the instructions on geni-act have led to the conclusion that M. ruber’s proposed leuD gene,
Mrub_1847, and E. coli’s leuD gene, b0071, are orthologs. Therefore, it is predicted that
Mrub_1847 is Meiothermus ruber’s leuD gene of the leucine biosynthesis pathway.
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